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considerations or design requirements necessitate a hybrid ofslab and a stem wall. This results .„ the use Qf shQrtconC te alls extending from a inches ^ a ^
the level of the concrete floor.

The site where the building is to be erected is first gradedleveled,
.

wooden boards are nailed together to create afor* or mold for the foundation (slab, footing, stem wall, .The forms mark the edges of the foundation. Next, wet
concrete is poured into the for, and the surface is smoothed
and the concrete is allowed to harden. As the concrete
hardens, bolts are partially imbedded in the top of the
foundat ion with tne threaded ^ Qf^^^
of the foundation. The bolts are embedded wherever a wallwill contact the foundation / stem wall to provide a means ofsecuring the wall to the foundation.

_
The frame of the walls are fabricated next. Each wall frame

£
is composed of several elements. In North America, the wallw frames of most homes and small buildings use boards having

U cross sectional dimensions of 2"x4", 2"x6", or 2"x8" At the
b3Se °f the wal1 frame i» a board called the mud sill. The

£ ^ SU1 13 USU3lly a 2
"
x4" b0*r* chemically treated to resist

€
rotting. The studs are nailed on top of the mud sill. The

• studs are generally 2"x4" boards standing on end usually 16"
apart. On top of the studs is a board called the top plate

5 which is nailed to each stud. The top plate is usually a 2»x 4
"

board. The wall frame is nailed together while all the partsare lying flat on the foundation _ Holeg ^ ^
the mud sill for the foundation bolts to pass through the
mudsill. After the wall frame is nailed together, the wall
frame is tilted to a vertical orientation. The wall frame is
put in its finished location with the foundation bolts
protruding through the holes drilled in the mud sill The
wall frame is braced until the adjacent wall frames are in

2



4'x8' sheets that vary from M" to over 1" in thickness. Plywood

is composed of many thin layers of wood glued together under

pressure with the grain pattern of adjacent layers

perpendicular to each other for strength.

Review of damage following the Northridge earthquake,

revealed that many plywood sheathed shearwalls failed under

the seismic forces. The nailing of the sheathing in the field

during construction leads to many failures. Nails driven

through the sheathing miss the frame member they were intended

to penetrate creating ^shiners' . Nail heads penetrate the

skin of the sheathing during nailing which weakens the

sheathing and allows the nails to be pulled through the

sheathing under load conditions as well as inducing failures

in the integrity of the sheathing. Shearwall fabrication

requires regular nail spacing of 3"-12" depending on the design

requirements. Current field fabrication techniques are not

sufficiently accurate to consistently meet the design

specifications. Therefore every shearwall panel may. be nailed

differently and many may be installed with fewer nails than

required to handle the required design load.

The rise in land prices has caused the building of more

multiple' floor dwellings to raise housing density. Multiple

floors significantly increase lateral loads and thus increase

the use of field fabricated sheathed shearwalls. In many

multiple story buildings the entire outside of the building

may be sheathed.

Consequently many of the building departments in California

are limiting sheathed shearwalls to a maximum height/width

ratio of 2:1. Where walls are typically eight feet high, the

minimum shearwall width would be four feet- This restriction

has implications throughout a building. At the front of a

garage narrow shearwalls, two to three foot wide, are common.
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fabricated shearwall was ever built in exact compliance with

the design, the steel attachment hardware would likely fail

before the shearwall. In most cases the steel attachment

hardware is fabricated by folding steel strips with a few tack

welds. In practice the folds provide the necessary flex in

the steel attachment hardware to induce failure. In other

cases, attaching the steel hardware to the studs induces

cracking of the studs.

Some developers and building departments have been examining

the feasibility of using "metal studs" to create the frame of

a building. This has the benefit of simpler fabrication. The

elements of the wall frame are attached to each other with

sheet metal screws or other suitable fasteners, and the metal

studs do not split like many boards do when fasteners are

driven into them. The metal studs may be cut to exact size

with metal shears eliminating the need for dangerous power

saws. The metal studs have holes fabricated in them to

accommodate electric wiring eliminating the need to drill

holes through wooden members wherever wiring is needed. Metal

studs alone are not very strong compared to wood, however,

metal studs are less expensive than wood. Their advantage is

that when the metal studs are used to create a vertical

diaphragm or panel by the application of sheathing the

resulting panel may support almost as much vertical load as

its wooden counterpart at a fraction of the cost.

Summary of the Invention

in accordance with the present invention, lateral force

resistance of a building frame is improved by substituting a

lateral force resisting system, which includes a rigid

structural panel, foundation bolt placement template, and

holdowns, in place of conventional sheathed shearwalls. The

elimination of in-field fabrication of sheathed shearwalls

6



In another aspect of the present invention, the foundation

bolt placement template may incorporate a central bolt

platform to accurately locate a bolt to further secure the

center of the rigid structural panel. A central bolt securing

the rigid structural panel to the foundation will provide a

greater resistance to high lateral loads at the

frame/foundation interface.

A further aspect of the present invention uses holdowns

outside the boundary of the rigid structural panel to further

secure the rigid structural panel to the foundation. Because

the holdowns engage the foundation bolts outside the

boundaries of the rigid structural panel sources of weakness

at the frame /foundation interface are minimized, that is, no

elongated or extra holes through the sill plate, and no

interference between the holdown, the foundation bolts, and

wall frame members. The holdown as practiced in the present

invention, has improved load capacity over conventional

holdown with minimal deformation, and thus improved resistance

to cyclic loads over conventional holdowns. The holdown of

the present invention, is also sized to fit within the cross

sectional space of a wall frame member, such that when

installed, a wall frame member, 2
/,
x4

//

, 2"x6", or 2
/,x8 // as

appropriate may be used to furr the side of the rigid

structural panel above the holdown, and completely, shade the

holdown, thus allowing the lateral force resisting system to

be easily integrated into conventional building framing. In

the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the holdown

generally resembles a folded metal strap capturing a metal pin

in the fold. The metal pin 'has a transverse hole which

accommodates a holdown screw. The holdown screw extends

perpendicularly from the metal pin through a slot in the metal

strap and engages a foundation bolt through a coupling nut

which simultaneously engages the threads of the holdown screw

8
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wwTICir DESCRIPTIOM Of THE DRAWINGS

FIGURE 1 is a front view of the currently preferred embodiment

of the present invention.

FIGURE 2 is a front view of a rigid structural frame

configuration suitable for use in the lateral force

resisting system of Fig. 1.

FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of the prior art wood framing

techniques showing the elements of a building frame and a

section of a sheathed shearwall.

FIGURE 4 is a perspective view of the preferred embodiment of

the present invention integrated in a building frame as a

• replacement for a section of a sheathed shearwall.

FIGURE 5 is a front view of an alternate rigid structural

frame configuration.

FIGURE 6 is a front view of another alternate rigid structural

frame configuration.

FIGURE 7 (a) -(O are various views of the currently preferred

foundation bolt placement template according to the present

50 invention.

? FIGURE 8 (a) -(c) are various views of an alternate foundation
.

P bolt placement template according to the present invention.

I FIGURE 9 (a) -(b) are various views of another alternate

? foundation bolt placement template according to the present

25 invention.

FIGURE 10 (a) -(c) are various views of another alternate

foundation bolt placement template according to the present

invention

.

FIGURE 11 (a) -(c) are various views of another alternate

foundation bolt placement template according to the present

invention.

FIGURE 12 is a detail view of the frame/ foundation interface

of Fig. 4.

y i
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after the concrete is cured, the forms are removed and the

foundation bolt placement template is field bent to form a

channel to accept a rigid structural frame.
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horizontal spacing member 28, and second side member 24 are

web member 54 and web member 56, which form triangles such as

structural support triangles 58, 60, and 62.

Rigid structural frame 2 includes horizontal spacing member

28, however a suitable rigid structural frame may not include

a horizontal spacing member. The addition of horizontal

spacing member 28 simplifies the fabrication of the rigid

structural frame by bracing the vertical side members during

fabrication. The horizontal dimension of a rigid structural

frame is more consistent using horizontal spacing member 28,

because a bow in first side member 22 or in second side

member24 may be removed during fabrication.

In another aspect of the present invention, near bottom end

32 of first side member 22 and bottom end 34 of second side

member 24, are transverse holes 9, parallel to sill plate 20.

Holes 9 accept bolts such as bolt 30 for attaching holdowns

such as holdown 6 and holdown 8 as shown in Fig. 1.

Referring now to Fig. 3, building frame 100 is an example of

conventional building framing. Shearwall 101 is formed by

fastening sheathing 102 to corner post' 104, stud 106, top cap

108, header 110, post 112, trimmer 114 and mud sill 116.

Sheathing 102 may be fastened to frame members 104-116 in any

conventional manner such as nails or screws. A plurality of

fasteners 122 attach sheathing 102 to frame members 104-116,

at regular intervals along frame members 104-116 and along

periphery 103 of sheathing 102. Holdowns 118 and 120 are

secured to corner post 104 and post 112, respectively, within

shearwall 101. Holdown 118 and 120 are secured to foundation

124 by a bolt, such as bolt 12 6, shown penetrating holdown 120

and mud sill 116.

Referring now to Fig.' 4, an embodiment of the present

invention is shown as a replacement for shearwall 101. In

14



horizontal spacing member 312 abuts vertical support 302.

Horizontal spacing member 314 is about equidistant between

sill plate 320 and 338. First end 360 of horizontal spacing

member 314 abuts vertical support 302 and second end 362 of

horizontal spacing member 314 abuts second side member 328. A

plurality of rectangles are formed by the arrangement of first

side member 324, second side member top member 338, second

side member 328, sill plate 320, vertical support 302 and

horizontal spacing members 312 and 314. Within each rectangle

thus formed, are a plurality of web members forming structural

triangles. For example, within the rectangle formed by first

side member 324, top member 338, vertical support 302 and

spacing member 312 are web members 364 and 366 which form

triangles such as structural triangles 354, 356 and 358, The

angular orientation of adjacent web members, and the

orientation of web members in adjacent rectangles alternates

as shown in Fig. 5.

Rigid structural frame 300 includes horizontal spacing

members 312 and 314, however a suitable rigid structural frame

may not include horizontal spacing members. The addition of

horizontal spacing members 312 and 314 simplifies the

fabrication of the rigid structural frame by bracing first and

second side members 324 and 328 and vertical support 302

during fabrication. The horizontal dimension of a rigid

structural frame is more consistent using horizontal spacing

members 312 and 314, because a bow in first side member 312,

or in second side member314, or in vertical support 302 may be

removed during fabrication.

Referring again more specifically to Fig.'s 1,5, and 6, in

another aspect of the present invention, every joint such as

joint 21 of rigid structural frame 2, where two or more

members join, a truss plate, such as truss plate 7 is pressed

into each face of the joint which is common to all the members

16



end 416 of horizontal spacing member 412 abuts first side

member 424, and second end 418 of horizontal spacing member

412 abuts first vertical support 402. First end 470 of

horizontal spacing member 472 abuts first vertical support

402, and second end 474 of horizontal spacing member 472 abuts

second vertical support 47 6. First end 4 60 of spacing member

414 abuts second vertical support 476, and second end 462 of

spacing member 414 abuts second side member 428. A plurality

of rectangles are formed by the arrangement of first side

member 424, second side member top member 438, second side

member 428, sill plate 420, first vertical support 402 and

horizontal spacing members 412 and 414. Within each rectangle

thus formed, a plurality of web members form structural

triangles. For example, within the rectangle formed by first

side member 424, top member 438, first vertical support 402

and spacing member 412 are web members 464 and 466 which form

triangles such as structural triangles 454, 456 and 458.

Rigid structural frame 400 includes horizontal spacing

members 412, 414 and 472, however a suitable rigid structural

frame may not include horizontal spacing members. The

addition of horizontal spacing members 412, 414 and 472

simplifies the fabrication of the rigid structural frame by

bracing first and second side members 424 and 428 and vertical

supports 402 and 476 during fabrication. The horizontal

dimension of a rigid structural frame is more consistent using

horizontal spacing members 412, 414 and 472, because a bow in

first side member 412, or in second side member414, or in

vertical support 402 or 476 may be removed during fabrication.

Referring now to Fig.'s 7 (a) -(c), foundation bolt placement

template 500 is one aspect of the present invention.

Foundation bolt placement template 500 includes bolt platforms

502 and 504, inside face 506, outside face 508 and securing

tabs 510 and 512. Bolt platforms 502 and 504 are generally

18



invention. Foundation bolt placement template 530 includes

bolt platforms 532 and 534, inside face 540, and outside face

539. Bolt platforms 532 and 534 are generally horizontal and

include holes 536 and 538 respectively. Holes 536 and 538 are

provided to allow foundation bolts such as bolt 548 to hang

through bolt platforms 532 and 534, supported by foundation

bolt nuts such as nut 550, during fabrication of foundation

546. Bolt platforms 532 and 534 are separated by concrete

access 544 which allows wet concrete to be easily poured

through foundation bolt placement template 530 during

fabrication of foundation 546. Outside face 539 foldably

joins bolt platforms 532 and bolt platforms 534 along indented

and perforated fold line C-C'. Inside face 540 foldably joins

bolt platforms 532 and 534 along intended and perforated fold

line D-D'. A plurality of fastener points 542 on outside face

539 and. inside face 540 allow foundation bolt placement

template 530 to be temporarily fastened to an outside form and

an inside form such as outside form 501, and inside form 507

of Fig. 26(a), during fabrication of foundation 546.

temporary attachment of foundation bolt placement template 530

to an outside form and an inside form allows accurate

placement of foundation bolt placement template 530 which

supports foundation bolts such as bolt 548. After foundation

546 has hardened, temporary fasteners securing foundation bolt

placement template 530. Outside face 539 and inside face 540

may be folded about 90° along indented and perforated fold

line C-C' and D-D7 respectively. A rigid structural panel such

as rigid structural frame 2 may be secured between inside

face 540 and outside face 539 using a plurality of fasteners

(not shown) through fastener points such as fastener point

542.

Referring now to Fig.'s 9(a) and (b) foundation bolt

placement template 560 is a further aspect of the present

20



bolt support 58 6 vertically displaced above center bolt

platform 574. Removable bolt support 586 is separated from

center bolt platform 574 by removable bolt support 584 and

removable bolt support 590. Hole 58 8 of removable bolt

support 586 is vertically aligned with hole 580 of center bolt

platform 574. Bolt 595 extended through holes 588 and 580/

and is supported by nut 598 on removable bolt support 58 6.

After foundation 596 has hardened, temporary fasteners

securing foundation bolt placement template 560, and removable

bolt supports 584-590 may be removed. Outside face 570 and

inside face 572 may be folded about 90° along indented and

perforated fold line E-E' and F-F' respectively. A rigid

structural panel such as rigid structural frame 2 may be

secured between inside face 572 and outside face 570 using a

plurality of fasteners (not shown) through fastener points

such as fastener point 592.

Referring now to Fig.'s 10(a)- (c) foundation bolt placement

template 600 is a further aspect of the present invention.

Foundation bolt placement template 600 includes bolt platforms

602, and 604, inside face 610, outside face 612 tie plate 613,

and securing tabs 618, 620 and 622. Bolt platforms 602 and

604 are generally horizontal and include holes 606 and 608

respectively. Holes 602 and 604 are provided to allow

foundation bolts such as bolt 624, to hang through bolt

platforms 602 and 604, supported by foundation bolt nuts such

as nut 624, during fabrication of foundation 619. Bolt

platform 602 and tie plate 613 are separated by concrete

access 614, bolt platform 604 and tie plate 613 are separated

by concrete access 616, concrete access 614 and 616 allow wet

concrete to be easily poured through foundation bolt placement

template 600 during fabrication of foundation 619. Outside

face 612 foldably joins bolt platforms 602, to plate 613, and

bolt platforms 604 along indented and perforated fold line J-

J\ Inside face 610 is perpendicular to bolt platforms 602 and

22



access 654, 656 and 658 allow wet concrete to be easily poured

through foundation bolt placement template 630 during

fabrication of foundation 631. Outside face 642 foldably

joins bolt platforms 632, tie plate 643, tie plate 645, and

bolt platforms 634 along indented and perforated fold line L-

L'. Inside face 640 is perpendicular to bolt platforms 632 and

634 and joins bolt platforms 632, tie plate 643, tie plate

645, and bolt platforms 634 along inside edge M-M'. A

plurality of fastener points 611 on outside face 612 allow

foundation bolt placement template 600 to be temporarily

fastened to an outside form, such as form 501 of Fig. 26(a),

during fabrication of foundation 619. Temporary attachment of

foundation bolt placement template 630 to an outside form

such as form 511, allows accurate placement of foundation bolt

placement template 600 which supports foundation bolts such as

bolt 516. Securing tabs 618, 620 and 622 are captured within

the wet concrete of foundation 619 during fabrication, and

provide lateral force resistance at the frame/ foundation

interface after foundation 619 has hardened. After foundation

619 has hardened, temporary fasteners securing foundation bolt

placement template 600 may be removed. Outside face 612 may

be folded about 90°, as shown in Fig. 10(b), along indented

and perforated fold line J-J*. A rigid structural panel such

as rigid structural frame 300 of Fig. 5 may be secured

between inside face 610 and outside face 612 using a plurality

of fastener points such as fastener point 611.

Referring now to Fig.'s 12 and 13 (a) -(b), in another aspect

of the present invention sleeves such as sleeve 243, 245, 247

and 249 are pressed through holes 9 in first side member 22

and second side member 24. Each side member surface which is

penetrated by holes 9 is reinforced by having a reinforcing

plate such as plate 208 or 210 of Fig.'s 13(a) and (b) pressed

into the surface of first side member 22. Teeth, such as

24



structural frame 200 to foundation bolts such as bolts 203 and

204 by means of coupling nuts 248 and 249 which simultaneously

engage holdown screw 222 and 220 and foundation bolt 203 and

204. Locking nuts 250 and 251 are included above coupling

nuts 248 and 249 to secure the connection as shown in Fig. 12.

In the currently preferred embodiment of the present

invention, holdown screws such as screw 220 are 5/8" steel

capscrews having a tensile strength over 180,000 lbs.

conforming to ASTM A574. Screw 220 is the principal means of

transferring lateral loads to the foundation, therefore, the

tensile strength may be selected for the maximum load

expected. In a still further aspect of the present invention

head 753 of a holdown screw such as screw 216 may be chamfered

as shown in Fig. 23 so as not to bind within holdown straps

713 and 721 of Fig.'s 15(b) -(c). Other head configurations

have been found to be suitable.

In a still further aspect of the present invention, pins 212

and 218 and holdown screws 216 and 222 may be replaced by a

«T" bolt 750 as shown in Fig.'s 25 (a) -(b). "T" bolt 750 is

left-hand threaded to enable a coupling nut such as coupling

nut 249 to simultaneously engage "T" bolt 750 and a foundation

bolt such as foundation bolt 204 and tighten as in a

turnbuckle. Threaded leg 751 of «T" bolt 750 is not free to

move independent of cross member 752 and this simplifies

assembly and installation of the lateral force resisting

system.

In a still further aspect of the present invention, shown in

Fig. 15(c), holdown strap 721 and retaining plate 720 are

modified. to accommodate a square bodied bolt such as bolt753

of Fig. 22 (a) -(b). Additionally, sleeves such as sleeves 243

and 245 shown in Fig. 12 are replaced by a square cross

section tube having 1/8" thick walls as shown in Fig. 18(a)-

26
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[57] ABSTRACT

A lateral force resisting system includes a rigid structural

panel and holdowns. A foundation bolt placement template

mav be used to locate and support the foundation bolts

during fabrication of the foundation and to further secure the

frame foundation interface. The rigid structural panel may

be a vertical truss or a rigid structural frame with a wooden

panel covering one side and interconnecting the members of

the rigid structural frame. The wooden panel may be made

up of multiple panes to tailor the response of the panel to Ihc

lateral force load. The holdowns secure the rigid structural

panel to the foundation bolls and may be either a folded strap

and pin embodimenl or self-lightening.
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(b) . This change has the effect of providing a flat bearing

surface within a side member such as side member 22 when the

lateral force resisting system is under load. This is useful

to adapt to variations in the quality, grain, and moisture

content of side members such as side member 22.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the various

adaptations and modifications of the just described preferred

embodiment can be configured without departing from the scope

and spirit of the invention. Therefore, it is to be

understood that, within the scope of the appended claims, the

invention may be practiced other than as specifically

described herein.
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tooth 705 in Fig. 14(b) secure reinforcing plates 208 and 210

to side member 22 such that each reinforcing plate bolt hole

is concentric with imbedded sleeves such as sleeves 243 and

245 after sleeves 243 and 245 are pressed into a side member

such as first side member 22.

Referring now to Fig. 14 (a) -(b), reinforcing plate 700 is

fabricated to have a plurality of teeth such as tooth 705 to

secure reinforcing plate 700 in place. Punches such as punch

701 are made in reinforcing plate 700 to create teeth such as

tooth 705. Areas 704 and 706 adjacent to holes 702 and 703

respectively are free of punches 701.

Rigid structural panel 2 is further secured to foundation

124 using holdowns such as holdown 6 and 8. In the preferred

embodiment of the present invention, holdown straps 211 and

214 are folded metal strap of 3/16" steel, although any other

suitable material may be used. Pin 216 and 218 fit within

folded holdown straps 212 and 214 respectively. Holdown

straps 211 and 214 are slotted, as shown in Fig. 16 (a), to

accommodate holdown screws such as screws 220 and 222. Screws

220 and 222 extend perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of

pins 216 and 218 respectively. In a further aspect of the

present invention, each holdown 6 and 8 is secured to rigid

structural panel 2 using an upper bolt 30 and a lower bolt 31.

For first side member 22, upper bolt 31 penetrates holdown

strap 212, first reinforcement plate 211, first side member

22, sleeve 243, second reinforcement plate 213, and inner

reinforcement bar 215. Threaded end 232 may be secured by nut

205 against a first plate washer 255. Lower holdown bolt 31

penetrates retaining plate 24 6, holdown strap 212, first

reinforcement plate 211, side member 22, sleeve 245,. second

reinforcement plate 213, and inner reinforcement bar 215. The

threaded end may be secured by nut 207 against plate washer

255. The threaded end of holdown screw 31 secures rigid
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604 and joins bolt platforms 602, tie plate 613, and bolt

platform 604 along inside edge K-K'. A plurality of fastener

points 611 on outside face 612 allow foundation bolt placement

template 600 to be temporarily fastened to an outside form,

such as form 501 of Fig. 26(a), during fabrication of

foundation 619. ' Temporary attachment of foundation bolt

placement template 600 to an outside form such as form 511,

allows accurate placement of foundation bolt placement

template 600 which supports foundation bolts such as bolt 516.

Securing tabs 618, 620 and 622 are captured within the wet

concrete of foundation 619 during fabrication, and provide

lateral force resistance at the frame/foundation interface

after foundation 619 has hardened. After foundation 619 has

hardened, temporary fasteners securing foundation bolt

placement template 600 may be removed. Outside face 612 may

be folded about 90°, as shown in Fig. 10(b), along indented

and perforated fold line J-j'. A rigid structural panel such

as rigid structural frame^300 of Fig. 5 may be secured

between inside face 610 and outside face 612 using a plurality

of fastener points such as fastener point 611.

Referring now to Fig.'s 11 (a)- (c) foundation bolt placement

template 630 is a further aspect of the present invention.

Foundation bolt placement template 630 includes bolt platforms

632, and 634, inside face 640, outside face 642, tie plates

643 and 645, and securing tabs 646, 648, 650 and 652. Bolt

platforms 632 and 634 are generally horizontal and include

holes 636 and 638 respectively. Holes 636 and 638 are

provided to allow foundation bolts such as bolt -633, to hang

through bolt platforms 632 and 634, supported by foundation

bolt nuts such as nut 635, during fabrication of foundation

631. Bolt platform 632 and tie plate 643 are separated by

concrete access 654, tie plate 643 and tie plate 645 are

separated by concrete access 656, bolt platform 634 and tie

plate 645 are separated by concrete access 658, concrete

23



invention. Foundation bolt placement template 560 includes

bolt platforms 562 and 564, inside face 572, outside face 570,

center bolt platform 574, and removable bolt supports 584-588.

Bolt platforms 562 and 564 and center bolt platform 574 are

generally horizontal and include holes 566, 568 and 580

respectively. Holes 560, 568 and 580 are provided to allow

foundation bolts such as bolt 593, 594 and 595 to hang through

bolt platforms 562, 564 and 574 respectively, during

fabrication of foundation 596. Bolts 593 and 594 are

supported by foundation bolt nuts such as nut 597 and 598,

during fabrication of foundation 596. Bolt platforms 562 and

564 are separated by concrete access 582 which allows wet

concrete to be easily poured through foundation bolt placement

template 560 during fabrication of foundation 596. Outside

face 570 foldably joins bolt platforms 562, 564 and center

bolt platform 574 along indented and perforated fold line E-E'.

A plurality of fastener points 520 on outside face 570 allow

foundation bolt placement template 560 to be temporarily

fastened to an outside form, such as form 501 of Fig. 26 (a),

during fabrication of foundation 596. Inside face 579

foldably joins bolt platforms 562 and bolt platform 564 along

indented and perforated fold line F-F'. A plurality of

fastener 520 on inside face 572 allow foundation bolt

placement template 560 to be temporarily fastened to an inside

form, such as form 507 of Fig. 26(a), during fabrication of

foundation 596. Temporary attachment of foundation bolt

placement template 560 to forms such as forms 501 and 507

allows accurate placement of foundation bolt placement

template 560 which supports foundation bolts such as bolt 593-

595. With foundation bolt placement template 560 temporarily

fastened to forms such as forms 501 and 507, removable bolt

supports 584, 586, and 590, are folded along intended and

perforated fold lines I-l', H-H' and G-G' respectively, such

that adjacent faces form 90° angles resulting in removable

21



horizontal and include holes 503 and 505 respectively. Holes

503 and 505 are provided to hang foundation bolts such as bolt

516 through bolt platforms 502 and 504, supported by

foundation bolt nuts such as nut 518, during fabrication of

foundation 514. Bolt platforms 502 and 504 are separated by

concrete access 511 which allows wet concrete to be easily

poured through foundation bolt placement template 500 during

fabrication of foundation 514. Outside face 508 foldably

joins bolt platforms 502 and 504 along indented and

perforated fold line A-A'. A plurality of fastener points 520

on outside face 508 allow foundation bolt placement template

500 to be temporarily fastened to outside form 501, as shown

in Fig. 26(a) below, during fabrication of foundation 514.

Temporary attachment of foundation bolt placement template 500

to outside form 501 allows accurate placement of foundation

bolt placement template 500 which supports foundation bolts

such as bolt 516. Securing tabs 510 and securing tab 512 are

captured within the wet concrete of foundation 514 during

fabrication of foundation 514 and provide lateral force

resistance at the frame/foundation interface after foundation

514 has hardened. After foundation 514 has hardened,

temporary fasteners securing foundation bolt placement

template 500 to outside form 501 may be removed to allow

outside form 501 to be removed. Outside face 508 may be

folded about 90° along indented and perforated fold line A-A'.

A rigid structural panel such as rigid structural frame 2 may

be secured between inside face 506 and outside face 508 using

a plurality of fasteners (not shown) through fastener points

such as fastener point 520. Inside face 506 is perpendicular

to bolt platforms 502 and 504 and joins bolt platforms 502 and

504 along inside edge B-B'.

Referring now to Fig.'s 8(a) and (b) , foundation bolt

placement template 530 is another aspect of the present

19



of the joint, that is, the front and back of the joint, to

secure the joint. A 20 Ga. truss plate such as plates 7 and

11 is used, for joints of only two members A joint of .three or

four members uses an 18 Ga. truss plate such as plate 13. A

joint of five or more members uses a 16 Ga. truss plate such

as plate 301 of Fig.'s 5 and 6.

Referring now to Fig. 6, another aspect of the present

invention is shown in which rigid structural panel 400 is

configured for applications requiring a 5 1/2 - 8 1/2 foot

wide lateral force resistance panel. Rigid structural panel

400 includes sill plate 420, perpendicular to first side

member 424, such that first end 430 of sill plate 420 abuts

side 423 of bottom end 422 of first side member 424. Sill

plate 420 is also perpendicular to second side member 428,

such that second end 432 of sill plate 420, abuts side 427 of

bottom end 426 of second side member 428. First side member

424 is parallel to second side member 428. Vertical support

402 is perpendicular to sill plate 420, such that bottom end

404 of first vertical support 402 abuts top point 410 of sill

plate 420. Second vertical support 476 is perpendicular to

sill plate 420 such that bottom end 482 of second vertical

support 476 abuts top point 484 of sill plate 420. Top member

438 is perpendicular to first side member 424 such that bottom

side 437 of first end 440 of top member 438, abuts top end 434

of first side member 424. Top member 438 is perpendicular to

first vertical support 402 such that bottom point 411 of top

member 438 abuts top end 406 of first vertical support 402.

Top member 438 is perpendicular to second vertical support 476

such that bottom point 480 of top member 438 abuts top end 478

of second vertical support 476. Top member 438 is also

perpendicular to second side member 428 such that bottom side

437 of second end 442 abuts top end 436 of second side member

428. Horizontal spacing members 412, 472,- and 414 are about

equidistant between sill plate 420 and top member 438. First

17



this embodiment, rigid structural panel 200 provides vertical

support for header 110. Foundation bolt placement template

202 locates and supports foundation bolts such as bolt 204

during fabrication of foundation 124. Foundation bolt

placement template 202 also attaches to sill plate 20, bottom

end 32 of first side member 22, and bottom end 34 of second

side member 24 to further secure frame/ foundation interface

107. Two holdowns such as holdown 206 are attached to the

outside of panel 200 to further secure panel 200 to foundation

124.

Referring now to Fig. 5, another aspect of the present

invention is shown in which rigid structural panel 300 is

configured for applications requiring a 3 1/2-6 1/2 foot wide

lateral force resistance panel. Rigid structural panel 300

includes sill plate 320, perpendicular to first side member

324, such that first end 330 of sill plate 320 abuts side 323

of bottom end 322 of first side member 324. Sill plate 320 is

also perpendicular to second side member 328, such that second

end 332 of sill plate 320, abuts side 327 of bottom end 326 of

second side member 328. First side member 324 is parallel to

second side member 328. Vertical support 302 is perpendicular

to sill plate 320, such that bottom end 304 of vertical

support 302 abuts top center 310 of sill plate 320. Top

member 338 is perpendicular to first side member 324, such

that bottom side 337 of first end 340 of top member 338, abuts

top end 334 of first member 324. Top member 338 is

perpendicular to vertical support 302, such that bottom point

311 of top member 338 abuts top end 306 of vertical support

302. Top member 338 is also perpendicular to second side

member 328, such that bottom side 337 of second end 342 abuts

top end 336 of second side member 328. Horizontal spacing

member 312 is about equidistant between sill plate 320 and

top member 338. First end 316 of horizontal spacing member

312 abuts first side member 324 and second end 318 of

15



Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment ( 3

)

Figure 1 is a front view of one embodiment of the present

invention, showing rigid structural frame 2, secured to

foundation 4, by foundation bolt placement template 14 and

5 holdowns 6 and 8 engaged to foundation bolts 10 and 12

respectively. Furring boards 26 and 28 are attached to first

side member 22 and second side member 24 respectively, to

allow building frame members such as stud 115 and trimmer 114

of Fig. 4 below, to be attached at side 17 and side 19

10 respectively.

Referring now to Fig. 2, a front view of one aspect of the

present invention is shown in which rigid structural frame 2

^ is configured as a vertical truss for applications requiring a

1-31/2 foot wide lateral force resistance panel. Rigid

]| structural frame 2 includes sill plate 20 perpendicular to

W first side member 22, such that first end 33 of sill plate 20

y abuts bottom end 32 of first side member 22. Second side
m member 24 is also perpendicular to sill plate 20 such that

p second end 35 of sill plate 20 abuts bottom end 34 of second

side member 24. First side member 22 is parallel to second

^ side member 24. Top member 16 is perpendicular to first side

member 22 such that bottom side 15 of top member 16 abuts top
M

end 23 of first side member 22, and bottom side 15 similarly

abuts top end 25 of second side member 24. Horizontal spacing

25
.
member 28 is approximately equidistant between top member 16

and sill plate 20. First end 27 and second end 29 of

horizontal spacing member 28 abut first side member 22 and

second side member 24 respectively. Within the rectangle

formed by top member 16 , first side member 22, second side

30 member 24 and horizontal spacing member 28, are first web

member 44 and second web member 46, which form triangles such

as structural support triangles 48, 50 and 52. Within the

rectangle formed by sill plate 20, first side member 22, and

13



FIGURE 13 (a) -(b) are views along sections N-N' and 0-0' of Fig.

12 respectively.

FIGURE 14 (a) -(b) are two views of a reinforcing plate showing

the bolt holes and the teeth.

FIGURE 15 (a) -(c) are views of various holdown straps showing

different bolt holes.

FIGURE 16 (a) -(c) are views of the currently preferred

embodiment of a holdown strap according to the present

invention

.

FIGURE 17 (a) -(b) are views of a sleeve for use with the bolt

of Fig. 21 (a)

.

FIGURE 18 (a) -(b) are views of a sleeve for use with the bolt

of Fig. 22 (a)

.

FIGURE 19 (a) -(b) are views of a steel pin for use with the

screw of Fig. 23 and the straps of Fig. ' sl5 (a) - (c)

.

FIGURE 20 (a) -(b) are views of a steel pin for use with the

screw of Fig, 24 and the strap of Fig. ' si 6 (a) - (c) .

.

FIGURE 21 (a) -(b) are views of a round bodied bolt.

FIGURE 22 (a) -(b) are views of a square bodied bolt.

FIGURE 23 is a side view of a chamfered capscrew for use with

the pin of Fig.'s 19 (a) -(b).

FIGURE 24 is a side view of a capscrew for use with the pin of

Fig.'s 20 (a) -(b) .

FIGURE 25 (a) -(b) are views of a "T" bolt for use with the

straps of Fig.'s 15 (a) -(c)

.

FIGURE 26 (a) -(b) are perspective views of a stem wall

foundation corner showing how a foundation bolt placement

template is tacked onto the form before the concrete is

poured, and after the concrete is cured, the forms are

removed and the foundation bolt placement template is field

bent to form a channel to accept a rigid structural frame.

FIGURE 27 (a) -(b) are perspective views of a slab foundation

corner showing how a foundation bolt placement template is

tacked onto the form before the concrete is poured, and
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and the foundation bolt. A lock nut tightens against the

coupling nut to prevent the coupling nut from loosening.

In a still further aspect of the present invention, the

metal pin and transverse screw may be replaced by a X T' bolt.



will provide greater uniformity in building construction and

greater lateral force resistance through elimination of

attachment problems in sheathed shearwalls and an improved

frame/ foundation interface. The lateral force resisting

5 system may be used in wood frame as well as metal frame

buildings.

The rigid structural panel may be compatible with standard

North American framing dimensions/ that is, framing members

having 2x4, 2x6, 2x8 cross section dimensions. In one aspect

10 of the present invention, a vertical truss may be used as the

rigid structural panel, however other configurations may be

used with suitable results.

The foundation bolt placement template is provided to

improve the frame/foundation interface. In another aspect of

B the present invention, securing tabs of the foundation bolt

£ placement template may be captured within the wet concrete,

y and bolts to secure the rigid structural panel may be

2 correctly located on the foundation and set to protrude the

^ correct distance out of the foundation. The foundation bolt

|0 placement template minimizes obstruction of the concrete form,

:

=F thus allowing wet concrete to be poured through the center of

^ the foundation bolt placement template. After pouring the

iD concrete, the outside face of the template may be folded up to

form a channel to accommodate the sill plate and side members

25 of the truss. The inside and outside faces of the foundation

bolt placement template have fastener attachment points to

further secure the rigid structural panel at the

frame/foundation interface. In another aspect of the present

invention, the inside and outside faces of the foundation bolt

30 placement template are temporarily secured to the forms to

accurately locate the foundation bolts. After the forms are

removed, both the inside and outside faces may be folded up to

further secure the rigid structural panel.

7



Narrow sheathed shearwalls are also common adjacent to window
and door openings

.

The interface between the shearwall and the foundation may
also be area of weakness. The conventional practice of
locating holdowns within the framework of a sheathed shearwall
weakens the sheer wall and the frame/foundation interface.
Bolts imbedded in the concrete of the foundation provide
attachment points for the walls and shear panels. These bolts
are intended to pass through the mudsill of the sheathed
shearwall to prevent lateral movement between the sheathed
shearwall and the foundation. The foundation bolts also
transfer the lateral load from the top of the sheathed
shearwall to the foundation. Quite often the bolts which are
supposed to secure the walls and shear panels are placed
several inches away from where they are required for optimum
load transfer and ease of wall construction due to inaccurate
measuring and carelessness during field installation of the
bolts. The resulting misalignment forces some of the framing
members to be trimmed to fit, or in some cases, the intended
foundation bolt must be cut off and a "redhead" must be used.
A "red head" is a bolt forced into a hole drilled into the
foundation. The resulting attachment of the wall to the
foundation is a potential point of failure.

Another common fabrication error is oversize holes in the
mud sill. The mud sill is the base member of a wall frame
which is in direct contact with the foundation. Inaccurate
measuring and carelessness in drilling the mud sill during
•framing of the walls often result in holes in the mud sill
which don't line up. with the bolts placed in the foundation /

stem wall. This requires extra holes, or oversize or

elongated holes be created in the mud sill which weakens the
frame / foundation interface.

The steel attachment hardware which connects the shearwall
to the foundation is another point of weakness. If a field



Place. Once adjacent wall frames are in place, they, are
nailed together at the corners and an additional plate (top
cap) is added which overlaps the top plates of adjacent wall
frames

.

Once the wall frames are in place the supports for the
ceiling may be attached. The ceiling supports are called
ceiling joists, and they rest on and are attached to the walls
at the top cap. The joists are parallel to the foundation and
span the distance from one wall in a room to the opposite wall
in the room. After the ceiling joists are in place, the roof
is framed. The roof framing members (rafters) are also
attached to the top cap. In many buildings the ceiling joists
and the roof framing are combined by the use of trusses. A
roof truss is generally triangular and is composed of the roof
rafters and the ceiling joists all prefabricated together of
usually 2"x4" boards.

After the building frame is completed, the building is ready
to be sheathed. Conventional building construction uses
sheathing inside a building (drywall) which forms the wall
surface which we all see, and sheathing on the roof which
helps keep the building dry. Plywood or other sheathing is
also applied to the outside and sometimes the inside walls of
every building. The panel created by many nails driven
through the plywood or drywall into the supporting wall studs,
mud sill and top plates creates a sturdy vertical diaphragm
known as a sheathed shearwali. Drywall or gypsum sheathing
provides insulation and fire resistance and some structural
stability. The structural contribution of a drywall. panel are
limited because of the relatively delicate composition of the
drywall. where higher lateral force resistance is required
builders and designers generally use plywood or particleboard
or fiberboard sheathing fastened to the wall frame. Plywood
is the most common choice and will be used hereafter, but
other suitable materials may be used. Plywood is available in
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LATERAL FORCE RESISTING SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

5 This invention relates generally to the field of building

construction and in particular to structural framing elements

for building construction.

2. Descriptions of the Prior Art.

The vast majority of buildings are wood frame construction.

10 Wood frame buildings are subjected to many forces. Among the

most significant are gravity, wind, and seismic forces.

Gravity is a vertically acting force, wind and seismic forces

p are primarily lateral (horizontal). Many wood frame buildings

^ use shearwall panels to resist lateral loads. A shearwall

£5 panel is formed by the application of one or more types of

y sheathing such as, plywood, fiberboard, particleboard, and, or

wH drywall (gypsum board) , to the inside or outside or both sides

^ of a wall frame. The sheathing is fastened to the wall frame

_=P at many points creating a shearwall panel. Many suitable

fasteners are available, nails are commonly used and will be

yj referred to hereafter. The sheathed shearwall panel is used

to conduct the lateral force acting on the frame of the

building to the foundation.

Buildings require a strong base for support. Most buildings

25 have a concrete base which is generally referred to as the

foundation. A concrete pad whose top forms a continuous plane

from edge to edge is called a slab. With a slab the concrete

forms the floor of the building. The deepest concrete support

which follows the perimeter of the building is called the

30 footing. In a building without a concrete floor, the floor

may be supported by short concrete walls called stem walls

which are supported by the footing. Some grading

1
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This is a request for filing a PROVISIONAL APPLICATION FOR PATENT under 37 C.F.R.

following comprises the .nformatlpn reared by 37 C.F.R. § 1.51(a)(2)(0(A):

2 The name(s) of the inventor® is/are (37 C.F.R. § 1.51(a)(2)(i)(B»:

worn-

NOTE

p^WsWappf/catfoa. If the-'"^^^J^^^^na^mada a contribution

conWbutton to the sufi/ect matter »*!
n7cvi(a)Zplication. that Is the time when

determined what the «* •»fL^uZ^Z^^n^haye an InventorIn common
thecc^lnventonmuXberwed.JteXU^ t0^ «,

20,195, at 20.208.

§ 1.53(b)(2y

'q^'LmE MIDDLE INITIAL OR NAME FAMILY (OR LAST) NAME

O^Le MIDDLE INITIAL OR NAME FAMILY (OR LAST) NAME

"

QIVB^AME MIDDLE INITIAL OR NAME FAMILY (OR LAST) NAME
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